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By contrast, the proper response to an organizational managerial challenge is 1 planning, anticipating the
consequences of present choices and commitments; 2 programming, procuring and organizing the human,
financial, and material resources necessary to realize a plan; 3 promotion, supporting and sustaining people in
doing their part to bring the plan into reality; 4 performance, implementing the plan efficiently and effectively.
Spiritual and organizational responses are both legitimate church activities; planning is as authentic a godly
activity as praying. But problems are inevitable if the local church responds organizationally to spiritual
problems or spiritually to organizational problems. If the challenge is spiritual for instance, the church is
spending too much of its budget for staff salaries rather than missions outreach , attempting to meet the
challenge with organizational stewardship programs would be shallow and self-serving, thus aggravating
rather than meeting the challenge of revising church priorities. If the challenge is organizational for instance, if
the youth minister is inexperienced and disorganized , attempts to meet this challenge with "waiting for God to
act" would overlook the need to establish clear goals and activities for the youth, thus aggravating rather than
meeting the challenge. These two commonplace scenarios illustrate the danger of mismatching spiritual and
organizational responses. Interpreting events in humanistic, non scriptural terms, indiscriminately applying
management techniques developed in secular settings to churches, acting before praying, favoring
"tough-minded" management over "soft" Christian management, relying on impersonal programs to respond
to personal spiritual needs, electing individuals who have no personal relationship to Jesus to church
leadership positions, simplistically assuming that the larger the church the healthier the church. Tendency to
meet all new challenges with responses of the past, belief that past success is a guarantee of future success,
lack of desire to question the way things are done for fear of upsetting others, belief that ongoing programs
must exist permanently, managing by habit, treating human tradition as "divinely ordained. Viewing the new
as unacceptably "liberal," believing certainly is preferable to risk, blocking member involvement in decision
making, over commitment of members to existing programs, belief that conflict is always bad. The following
guidelines are designed to help the local church attain a godly balance of spirituality and managerial
excellence: Churches must both be attain a state of spirituality and act more spiritually in a lost world.
Spiritual challenges require spiritual responses; organizational challenges require managerial responses.
Managerial responses means must have spiritual purposes ends. Neither spiritual nor organizational will "take
care of themselves" without conscientious management. Church leaders must be spiritually mature as well as
managerially adept. Only God can solve spiritual crises in a church; congregations cannot manage their way
out of spiritual dilemmas. Because of its spiritual nature, the church is different from other organizations and
must not be managed exclusively in a secular way. God blesses both spirituality and excellent management.
As a spiritual body the church is concerned with: As an organizational body the church is concerned with: The
quantity of its success--how to grow and meet needs. What it works for--how to bring about achievement.
What it proclaims--how to carry the gospel to the world. What it programs--how to establish ongoing groups
What it is confident in--how to increase its faith. What it is competent in--how to increase its expertise.
Prayer--how to stay in communion with God. Performance--how to accomplish tasks well. Discernment--how
to recognize and respond to spiritual matters. Decisions--how to recognize and respond to secular choices.
Commitment to openness--how to maximize communication. Concern for operations--how to channel and
control effort. Human popularity--how to create a marketable product. The quantity of its money--seeking to
finance programs. Individual compassion--deep concern for individual welfare.
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Jul 23, Andrew Fox rated it really liked it I had difficulty in grasping the core of this book until I changed my
approach. Firstly, I assumed it was written from practice not from theory. Secondly, I struggled with dual
authorship. There was a third struggle, namely, the title itself grabbed me as an oxymoron. Once again, a
scientific approach enabled my comprehension to grasp the material. This helped within my ministry context
as a pastor. I was drawn to their immediate attention given to the personal and private life of a pastor; his
personal disciplines of prayer and reflective Bible study meditating and listening. This process was described
well scientifically particularly in sections three to five. In addition to this the five levels of conflict page from
the sublime level one to the ridiculous level five gave an excellent view of how people handle themselves in
conflict. This would range from associate pastors, volunteers from the congregation, the immediate
community surrounding the property and even the unsaved not to stereo-type people who do not follow Jesus I would not want to get into conflict over that! This was intriguing and where I lean towards their scientific
approach. But then they approach the subject of turning self-defeating behavior into self-enhancing behavior
around an internal change of self-worth and identity. This cannot be scientific but spiritual. Although they
mention this in detail at the opening of their book in the context of God, this theme does not appear to carry
throughout. I agree with them that conflict tends to be managed but not resolved within corporate structures,
but I was waiting to read about redeeming relationships that have a greater context than the organization, task,
and department page I enjoyed a common sense approach to managing a conflict page with three key steps.
Firstly, generate valid and useful information. This has to be the most profound, yet simple, approach in any
congregation. Secondly, allow free and informed choice. This would dismantle an assumed dictatorship
approach to managing conflict. Thirdly, motivate internal commitment to the plan or agreement that is
reached. This is raw work as each party wants to see a result. Each of these steps had three smaller steps to
manage the conflict. Once again, following these steps are often accompanied by a mute personality making it
too scientific. Personally, I am not excited by charts, diagrams or Microsoft Excel, but the practical steps and
illustrations helped. I would conclude after reading the material that my need would be a mentor to coach me
through the conflict of church life because I do bring personality. That coach needs to be like Mr. An overall
good read but needs more heart.
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The third volume of Shawchuck and Heuser's trilogy, this title will focus on the relationships and processes common to
the religious congregation. The emphasis will be on the identification and maximization of effective processes within
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The third volume of Shawchuck and Heuser's trilogy, this title will focus on the relationships and processes common to
the religious congregation.
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The words `managing' and `congregation' rarely appear in the same sentence when talking about practiced religion as
an organic body. Once again, a scientific approach enabled my comprehension to grasp the material.
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Leading the Congregation is a complete and definitive guide to the practice of church leadership. The book describes
essential paradigms for the leader that integrate spiritual integrity and service within a systems view of the congregation
and its ministry.
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Managing the Congregation. Building Effective Systems to Serve People By Norman Shawchuck and Roger Heuser.
The Essence of Stewardship. God has called you to serve out of the deep well of God's grace which is continually made
available to you.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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Managing the Congregation: Building Effective Systems to Serve People by Norman Shawchuck; Roger Heuser A copy
that has been read, but remains in excellent condition. Pages are intact and are not marred by notes or highlighting, but
may contain a neat previous owner name.
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